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GUILTY PLEASURES ABOUND IN NEW BOOK FOR
YOUNG ADULTS
A mysterious hairdresser cleanses your sins with his
mind-altering shampoo!
Amy is in big trouble with the Law. A late-night phone call
from a stranger implicates the 16-year-old girl in a terrorist
plot. But when the nefarious man suddenly vanishes, Amy
becomes the FBI's prime suspect. To prove her innocence,
she embarks on a fantastic journey to find her mysterious
night caller.
The clues to the mystery man’s whereabouts are few, but all
point to a dingy, old barbershop that caters to the rich and
powerful. What draws them to the shop's eccentric barber is
puzzling, until Amy stumbles upon the secret to his success:
a magic shampoo that alters your personality!
As Amy investigates the wizard barber, she crosses paths
with many of his customers, including a stressed-out pop
music idol, a war veteran with PTSD, and others suffering
mental challenges. Her quest offers a rare glimpse into the
complexity of human behavior, including hers, as she
struggles with her own adolescent issues.

The Age of Amy:
Mad Dogs & Makeovers
By Bruce Edwards
(Book #5 in the series)

Young Adult Fiction

About the Series
The Age of Amy series follows an inquisitive adolescent girl
on her quest to understand the times she was born into.
Each story sends 16-year-old Amy on fantastic adventures,
where she encounters the challenges that shape our lives.
Says author Bruce Edwards, “Amy looks at the world and all
of its problems and asks, ‘Is this the best you can do?’”

About the Author
Bruce Edwards is a former Hollywood film animator. As a
composer and musician, he wrote rock tunes and radio
jingles, and toured as a pop music artist. His other creative
endeavors include a stint as a puppeteer and performing
Magic at Disneyland.
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